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1: Bavaria World Gen Web - Emigration/Immigration
Working from microfilm copies of the Hamburg police lists, Clifford Neal Smith has here reconstructed the identities of
about 7, Hamburg passengers whose names were found among 60 separate lists for the year

Sadly, those lists were destroyed during the final year of World War II. The lists that have survived from this
period pertain to the port of Hamburg and are in the custody of the Hamburg police authorities. For the early
years of this migration, the original Hamburg lists do not exist; instead, researchers must rely on transcriptions
made by police clerks in large bound registers. Working from microfilm copies of the Hamburg police lists,
Clifford Neal Smith has here reconstructed the identities of about 7, Hamburg passengers whose names were
found among 60 separate lists for the year For each entry the compiler provides the following information:
The lists themselves were published originally as the first three Parts of this volume, each of which concluded
with a surname index. Smith to differentiate among the 1, places of origin mentioned in the police lists. Since
the original lists do not distinguish among villages of the same name, the author provides his own alphabetical
listing of every place name from eastern and central Germany, Poland, Czechoslovakia, Austria, and Hungary
from which an emigrant may have originated--complete with latitude and longitude coordinates. Supported by
introductory comments, lists of abbreviations, and lists of sources, this scarce consolidation is a must for
anyone whose ancestor might have left from Hamburg in Platt This is the largest and most complete survey of
census records available for Latin America and the Hispanic United States. The result of exhaustive research
in Hispanic archives, it contains a listing of approximately 4, separate censuses, each listed by country and
thereunder alphabetically by locality, province, year, and reference locator. The enormous number of census
records identified by Dr. Platt in the course of his twenty-five-year investigation will surprise and delight the
serious researcher, and none more so than the family historian researching his Hispanic roots. In every colony
of the Spanish Empire at least one major census was taken during the colonial period , although not all of
these documents have been preserved. However, the stream of colonial reports on local population submitted
to Spain for administrative, fiscal, military, and religious purposes swelled to a flood as the Spanish colonial
administrative apparatus was reformed and expanded during the Intendency Period The amount of material
available to genealogists and family historians during this period of time is the largest accumulation of
demographic information available for any major region of the world. Beginning in the late s the Council of
Indies, the administrative arm of the Crown in Spain, initiated an Empire-wide project of population
management through systematic and regular census reports. All persons in a given area, together with
information about their age, sex, residence, and marital status, were to be listed, by name, usually within
family grouping, showing an implied or written relationship to the head of the household. The women were
almost always recorded in these listings with their maiden names, as is common in all Latin American records.
The first series of censuses beginning in resulted from orders issued to both civil and ecclesiastical officials
that each take separate counts. The results were sporadic, but they were fairly extensive, and a large number of
them have survived in one archive or another in Latin America or Spain. The largest number of censuses
identified in this study, however, are those of the time period. The modern states of California, Arizona, New
Mexico, and Texas are found here under Mexico because they belonged to Mexico during the period in which
most of the censuses were taken. Florida and Louisiana, on the other hand, are separate because of their loose
ties to Mexico. Notwithstanding the Mexican emphasis, anyone even slightly interested in identifying the early
inhabitants of Latin America and the Hispanic United States will find this book absolutely indispensable.
Evjen This is a collection of biographical articles on Norwegian, Danish, and Swedish immigrants who settled
in New York between and The biographies are based on ship passenger lists, parish records, church records,
court records, and legal documents, and include information such as dates of birth, places of origin, marriages,
names of children, types of occupation, and references to sources. Also contained in the book are appendices
on Scandinavians in 1 Mexico and South America, , 2 Canada, , and 3 New York in the 18th century, and
there is a fourth appendix on German immigrants in New York between and Carr For over years, Cuba was a
key to the Spanish settlement of the Americas. However, access to genealogical records under the Castro
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regime is difficult. Ordinarily researchers are limited to examining Cuban records in the U. One such
repository, the Archivo General de Indias in Seville, Spain, is the foundation for this collection of colonial
enumeration records. Though modern census records in Cuba do not start until , Mr. He has transcribed those
lists for persons of Cuban ancestry in this volume. The lists start with the city of Trinidad in and conclude with
a census of Remedios in
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2: Reconstructed Passenger Lists for | Clifford Neal Smith
Reconstructed passenger lists for Hamburg to Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, and the United States / Clifford Neal
Smith.

Hamburg , with the exception of January-June Their age and condition prevent their use by the public.
However, microfilm copies of the lists and of a variety of contemporary manuscript indexes are deposited in
the Family History Library in Salt Lake City. Transcripts of the lists for and have been published as follows:
The majority of emigrants from Germany sailed not from Hamburg but from Bremen. Bremen began keeping
passenger lists in These lists no longer exist: In the surviving lists, from onwards, were deposited with the
Statistisches Landesamt Bremen, where they were destroyed during a bombing raid on the city on 6 October
The archives of the Bremen Chamber of Commerce [Handelskammer] contain what appears to be a complete
set of duplicate passenger lists for the years Smith, From Bremen to America in Extracted from AA , Jg.
Relatively few emigrants are known to have left through Emden. Jahrhundert," Friesisches Jahrbuch , 32 ,
The archives of the Waterschout [Port Administration] contain no passenger lists, and there is no indication
that any were ever kept. The archives of the Waterschout, including any passenger lists they may have
contained, were destroyed during World War II. Only the lists for approximately 5, individuals survive:
Published by Charles M. The lists contain relatively few names of emigrants to America, as only captains of
French ships were required to surrender their passenger manifests, and all but a handful of the ships that sailed
between Le Havre and United States ports were of American registry. A card index of passengers, containing
approximately 40, entries, was discovered several years ago. Henceforth, passengers could embark only at a
port staffed by a customs officer; before clearing from port a muster roll was to be delivered to the customs
officer, who was then, in company with a justice of the peace, to make a personal check of passengers and
crew. Passenger lists for vessels arriving in or departing from British ports, including Liverpool and London,
are preserved among the records of the Statistical Department of the Board of Trade, in the Public Record
Office at Kew. The records are divided into 2 series: Passenger lists inwards, and very few lists survive for ;
the continuous series begins in ; and BT Passenger lists outwards, These lists give the names of all
passengers entering the United Kingdom on voyages originating in a port outside Europe or the Mediterranean
BT 26 , or departing from the United Kingdom for ports outside Europe or the Mediterranean BT The lists are
not indexed, but are arranged monthly by port of arrival or departure: Lists and Indexes, Supplementary
Series, No. A computerized database of passengers from Liverpool to New York in the year , extracted from
copies of 13 New York passenger arrival lists National Archives Microfilm Publication, Series M and
containing details of place of origin, is maintained by the Merseyside Maritime Museum.
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Reconstructed Passenger Lists for Hamburg to Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, and the United States has 0 available
edition to buy at Alibris.

A brief article explaining how to search ship passenger lists at the National Archives for Italian immigrants. A
Guidebook of American Genealogy. Immigration Information Bureau, Dates of arrival for every passenger
liner, arranged by steamship line. National Archives Trust Fund Board. Guide to Genealogical Research in the
National Archives. Chapter 2, "Passenger Arrival Lists," provides a port-by- port description of the lists and
the indexes to them. Immigrant and Passenger Arrivals: A roll-by roll catalog of microfilmed lists and indexes.
Albans Passenger Arrival Records. Journal of the National Archives 22 1 Spring Describes National Archives
records of immigration across the Canadian border, , and their indexes. American Passenger Arrival Records:
Thorough overview not only of ship lists but other types of records that provide immigrant arrival information.
Passenger and Immigration Lists Bibliography, Most comprehensive list available of ships for which lists
have appeared in published literature. New York Public library, This work has been incorporated into P.
Czech Immigration Passenger Lists. Czech arrivals at various U. Indexes numerous published ship lists:
Pennsylvania German Society, vol. New York Passenger Arrivals, Thirty-three selected lists naming about
10, persons. William, with Mary K. Passenger and Immigration Lists Index: Detroit Gale Research Co.
Supplemental volumes published annually and gathered every few years into "cumulative supplements. Since
New York arrivals of are not indexed at the National Archives, this is a very helpful work. Lists of Passengers
Arriving at U. For , reproduces entire lists of ships with a minimum of eighty percent German surnames. For ,
lists German passengers only from all ships. Index to Mennonite Immigrants on U. Mennonite library and
Archives, Nearly fifteen thousand Mennonite passengers, mostly Germans from Russia, in chronological
order of ship arrival. Passengers of forty-one ships are enumerated and indexed. Irish Passenger Lists, Lists of
passengers sailing from Londonderry to America on ships of the J. Cooke Line and McCorkell Line. History
of the Norwegian People in America. Augsburg Publishing House, Haskell House Publishers, Swedish
Passenger Arrivals in New York, Swedish Pioneer Historical Society, Covers all Swedes for port and period,
with additional biographical information for about one-third of them. Swedish Passenger Arrivals in U. Ports,
Except New York. North Central Publishing Co. Owen, Robert Edward, ed. Luxembourgers in the New
World. Names thousands of immigrants and where they settled. Transcribes nine original passenger lists found
in Record Group 36 at the National Archives. Dutch and German Ships. Passenger lists of many ships carrying
Dutch and German immigrants to Atlantic ports, , especially those who settled the Holland colony in
Michigan. San Francisco Ship Passenger Lists. Original San Francisco arrival lists prior to were destroyed by
fire. Rasmussen "reconstructs" them by using other contemporary sources, New Orleans Ship Lists. About 1,
passengers aboard ships from Le Havre to New York. Southern Historical Press, Strassburger, Ralph Beaver,
comp. Pennsylvania German Society, First volume indexes lists of ; second contains facsimiles of passenger
signatures found in lists of ; third indexes lists of Dutch Immigrants in U. Ship Passenger Manifests, Dutch
arrivals taken from lists in the National Archives. Fills gaps in National Archives indexes. Emigrants to
Pennsylvania, Immigrants to the Middle Colonies. Deals with arrivals during the colonial period. Passenger
Arrivals at the Port of Baltimore, From Customs Passenger Lists. Transcription of portion of a National
Archives index. Passenger Arrivals at the Port of Philadelphia, The Philadelphia Baggage Lists. Pennsylvania
German Immigrants, Lists of emigrants sailing from Bremen were destroyed. This work "reconstructs" lists of
some German passengers on ships from Bremen to New York, , using arrival lists in the National Archives.
Bonded Passengers to America. Names of thousands of English and Irish criminals sent to the colonies as
bonded passengers. Directory of Scottish Settlers in North America, Based on published sources and
documents in British archives, names thousands of Scottish emigrants. Hamburg emigration lists, , and their
indexes: Register and Guide to the Hamburg Passenger Lists, Research Paper Series C, no. Schenk, Trudy,
and Ruth Froelke, comps. The Wuerttemberg Emigration Index. About 84, persons who applied to emigrate
from Wuerttemberg, , with intended destination of each. Lists about 21, emigrants who left Alsace in the late
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eighteenth through late nineteenth centuries. Lists about seven thousand eighteenth- and nineteenth- century
emigrants who came to America from Baden and Alsace. Reconstructed Passenger Lists for Ships of Our
Ancestors. Ships of Our Ancestors, Photos of ships that brought immigrants to the U. Bibliography on ships
and shipbuilding. Stephenson and Sons, Illustrated history of the passenger services linking the Old World
with the New. Great Passenger Ships of the World. Translated from original German edition of by Charles
Hodges.
4: 25 results in SearchWorks catalog
Open Library is an initiative of the Internet Archive, a (c)(3) non-profit, building a digital library of Internet sites and other
cultural artifacts in digital form.

5: German and American Sources for German Emigration to America
Reconstructed Passenger Lists for Hamburg to Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, and the United States. Parts 1,2, 3 & 4.
German and Central Europ (German and Central European Emigration).

6: Reconstructed passenger lists for via Hamburg ( edition) | Open Library
Stanford Libraries' official online search tool for books, media, journals, databases, government documents and more.

7: Reconstructed Passenger Lists for | Open Library
Get this from a library! Reconstructed passenger lists for Hamburg to Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, and the United
States. [Clifford Neal Smith].

8: Catalog Record: Reconstructed passenger lists for | Hathi Trust Digital Library
Germany Reconstructed Passenger Lists for Hamburg to Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, and the United States, Parts
1, 2, 3, and 4. Clifford Neal Smith Ask a question about this product.

9: San Francisco Ship Passenger Lists Vol. II []
, Reconstructed passenger lists for Hamburg to Australia, Brazil, Canada, Chile, and the United States / Clifford Neal
Smith Westland Publications McNeal, Ariz Wikipedia Citation Please see Wikipedia's template documentation for further
citation fields that may be required.
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